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Introduction

Radiometrie methods were found to be most useful in
measurements of the flow parameters of the unhomoge
neous hydromixtures [1]. The radiometric method for
determining a spatial distribution of concentration was
developed a few years ago. This method is based on the
recording of the changes in radiation intensity of the
gamma-ray beam continuously penetrating a pipe-line cross
section [2]. The scanning device applied for this purpose
is a special type of density meter which enables the deter
mination of the density of the flowing medium at any point
of its cross-section. The scanning head is applicable to the
industrial pipe-lines of D p = (200-220) mm.

This paper deals with a preliminary analysis of the results
of measurements carried out at the" Sosnowiec" coal-mine
stowing installation.

Experimental procedure

The hydrotransport installation at the" Sosnowiec" coal
mine is used to convey the stowing mixture, which consists
of sand and water and is used to fill up worked-out cavities.

A simplified diagram of this installation is shown in
Figure 1. From the in-flow filling funnel the stowing
mixture flows alonga vertical pipe-line (122 m length) and
a horizontal pipe-line (1,620 m length) to the worked-out
cavity. A radioistotope density meter placed just under the
pipe-line inlet, enables a continuous measurement of the
mean density of the flowing mixture [3]. The scanning

(*) The work was done within the framework of LA.E.A. Research
contract n" 1175/RB.
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device was placed on the horizontal pipe-line section at the
distance of 700 m from the shaft. The flow of the mea
sured mixture is enforced by the gravitation, which causes
a regulation of the mean flow velocity impossible. The
mean flow velocity was measured independently [4]. Its
values varied in a range between 3.85 mis and 4.25 rn/s,
depending on the actual mean density of the mixture. It
was thus assumed on the basis of these measurements that
v= 4.00 ± 10% rn/s. The mixture under investigation
consists of sand (y=2.65 g/cm3 ) and water (y=1.00 g/cm3).

The granulome tric composition of sand is shown in
Figure 2. In the measurements the only changing parameter
was the mean density of mixture continuously controlled

1/ Simplificd scheme of industriaI installation.
1: inlet of pipe-line; 3: measuring hcad of radioisotope gauge;
4 and 5: eleetronic assembly of the radioisotope densimeter;
6: head of radiometrie scanning device; 7: clectronic assembly
of racliometric scanning device.
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3/ Distributions and promes of volumetrie concentration in re
searched cross·section of pipe:
a) for mean concentration ëv = 0,15;
b) for mean concentration ëv =0,24.

Pm is the mean, "in·line" density of mixture; p", p", are the
densities of sand and water respectively, y is the vertical
distance from the bottom, D is the internal pipe diameter.

The obtained results are also interpreted by means of the
relation c,,(êv = f (1]), where Cv is the mean volumetrie
concentration in the investigated cross-section. This form
of presentation of the results is more precise than that:
c,,/c"o = f (1]), usually applied by many authors [6 and 7],
where c" is related to the chosen value of concentration
c"o, e.g. CO.05 • The above relation is presented in Figure 7
in form cvlcv versus 1].

The accuracy of the measurements performed has been
estimated at a level of the rela~ive error equal ta 5%.
Independently, measurement resuJts have been checked as
far as their reliability is concerned by comparing concen-

.•. Cv ~ 0.15, v ~ 4.00 ± 10'10
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2/ Grain composition of applied sand.
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The direct results of the measurement are obtained as
the records of gamma radiation intensity from the scanning
of the mixture stream cross-section. About 100 records
were obtained altogether for various mean sand concentra
tions. They enable the calculations of density diagrams
on the basis of the theoretical approach presented in the
paper [5]. The final results of the computer calculations
have the form of maps of local density distributions in the
mixture stream cross-section (an example: density diagram
nO 1).

In Figures 3, 4, 5 and Figure 6 eight local concentration
distributions of sand for some chosen mean densities were
exemplified. They are the transformations of local density
distributions obtained from computer calculations. Also a
volumetrie concentration profile along the vertical diameter
of the cross-section was shown for each case. Such a
profile can be described as follows:

c" = f(l))

during the measurement in the range from 1.10 ta
1.90 g/ cm:<.

The duration of one measuring run is 3 mn. It is the
time in which the fiow conditions are sufficiently constant.
In practice, it was possible to keep constant fiow conditions
for the period of several scanning runs. e.g. the spatial
distribution of concentration was measured 30 times for

density p= 1.3 g/cm:\ 15 times for p= 1.5 g/cm:J and

4 times for p= 1.9 g/cm:J•

Results of measurements
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4/ Distributions and profiles of volumetrie concentration in the
researched cross-section of pipe:

a) for mean concentration Cv = 0,27;
b) for mean concentration Cv = 0,31.

tration profiles obtained in the identical f10w conditions.
Figure 8 shows three concentration profiles obtained from
six measurements of concentration distribution for mean

density p = 1.30 g/ cma. The analysis proves that the error
of the results of several distribution measurements does not
exceecl 5%.

Discussion

On the ground of the obtained concentration distribu
tions an analysis was carried out. It was made to check
well-known theories dealing with a concentration distribution
[6]. First of ail, Makkaveev diffusion theory [6] and Veli
kanov gravitational theory [7] were taken into considera
tion. These theories mainly apply to very low concentra
tions of solid phase, although there were some suggestions
applying them to the concentration distributions for higher
concentrations [8]. According to both theories the concen-
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5/ Distributions and profiles of volumetrie concentration in the
researched cross-section of pipe:

a) for mean concentration c" = 0,42;
b) for mean concentration Cv = 0,45.

tration profile should have an exponential character. On
the ground of the carried-out investigations a high discre
pancy between the theoretical and experimental curves have
been observed. Even for the mean volumetric concentra
tion Cv = 0.06 the concentration profile is not exponential
one (Fig. 7).

Pechenkin's theory [8] seems to be much doser to the
obtained results but in a small range of the mean concen
trations from Cv = 0.06 to Cv = 0.17. While comparing
the theories with the experimental data a certain apprcxi
mation was adopted since in many cases it was impossible
to find any data corresponding to the conditions of the
measured f1ow. The concentration profiles presented in
Figure 7 deal with the range of highly concentrated mix
tures.

For "CI) = 0.15 and "Cv = 0.19 the profiles have a similar
shape and are included in a local concentration interval
from cv = 0 to Cv = 0040. Similar results in this concen
tration region were obtained by Ayukava [9]. However
the present results are not in agreement with the results of



6/ Distributions and profiles of volumetric
researched cross-section of pipe:
(1) for mean concentration 'Cv = 0,48;
b) for mcan conccntration 'Cv = 0,54.
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Silin's research [10] dealing with high concentrations of
solids phase. Starting from Cv = 0.25 the profile shape
changes towards a more homogeneous concentration distri·
bution with a graduaI shift of the concentration maximum
towards the top.

In the case of concentration Cv = 0.25 the concentration
maximum is at the relative distance YI = 0.15 from the
bottom. At greater mean concentrations a further shift
of the maximum is observed: for the concentration
Cv = 0.48 from the distance 11 = 0.20 to 11 = 0.30. For
Cv = 0.54 the greatest concentration occurs at the relative
height 11 = 0.30 to 11 = 0.45.

In this range of mean concentrations a distinct flattening
of the distribution of solid phase concentrations is observed.

The presented measurements are only a preliminary part
of much wider research programme, since they were carried·
out in a very small velocity range.

The developed programme includes measurements at
several mean velocities -in the superterminal velocity range
for mixtures of various mean densities. Since it is impos
sible to regulate the fIow in industrial installations, the
research will be continued at the hydraulic laboratory.

concentration in the
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8/ Three profiles of volumetric concentration ëv = 0,20 (obtained in
six measurement runs).
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